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CRATE WASHER EXPERTISE

An important Belgian market player in the production and distribution of fresh meats 
and salad, portioning, prepared raw or cooked meat, intended for the European 
‘Food Service’ market and retail market.

The company has a washing installation for plastic crates, with a wash tunnel which 
is equipped with 3 wash basins, with a processing capacity of 1200 items/hour and 
3.7 million items on an annual basis. This customer realised more than 90% of its 
crates still displayed label and adhesive residues after the cleaning process.

This persistent problem resulted in them even considering replacing the entire 
installation. Several cleaning attempts by various competing colleagues did not 
provide any relief.

Tensio wanted to look into the chemical aspect in relation to the eff ectiveness of the 
cleaning products, but not without fi rst looking at the technical aspect of the 
machine and its operation.

We successfully managed to limit the number of crates with any residue to less 
than 5%, whereas this was previously 90%, as a result of our technical expertise, 
combined with our ‘fi t for purpose’ cleaning product.
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This crate washer is still in use today, after the company called on our expertise 
more than 5 years ago, without the need for any further technical investment in this 
installation, apart from the regular maintenance activities.

This isn’t just about being able to supply the right 
chemicals, but our know-how and our approach 
in the workplace is where Tensio makes all the 
diff erence.

Don’t wait any longer to experience the Tensio 
Cleaning Experience and ask for your free audit on 
info@tensio.be.


